COCKTAIL CLASS AT DISTIL BAR, LEBUA

Located on the 64th floor, Distil Bar has amazing, sky-high views and provides
flawless service. Discover this refined place and learn how to make cocktails with
an expert mixologist. Savor your creation facing the impressive panorama and
enjoy this unique moment.

Schedule
Daily
(One-hour class, from 5:00
PM to 6:00 PM, transfer
duration to be advised
according to guests’ hotel)
Age
Bar entrants must be at
least twenty years old
Difficulty

What to bring:
Personal items, personal
medication if required
Dress code:
Smart casual dress code
compulsory
Allergy:
Please advise any food
allergies or special diet
requirements
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COCKTAIL CLASS AT DISTIL BAR, LEBUA

Detailed itinerary

COCKTAIL CLASS PROGRAMME
1 hour class from 5:00 PM to 6:00PM

Distil is a cocktail bar and lounge marrying the most innovative drinks in Bangkok
with a stunning view from the 64th floor of Lebua Hotel. In this sophisticated
place, guests will enjoy an indoor seating area of comfy sofas, a circular bar, and
an outdoor cigar terrace. In this creative cocktail rooftop bar, you can expect to
sample some finer rarities that few other bars in Bangkok can boast.

 Your driver will pick you up at your hotel and take you to Distil Bar.
 Improve your skills and have fun while learning how to make two cocktails
with a professional.
 Learn to make the Hangovertini and the Dome Mojito!
 Take time to enjoy your creation seated indoor or facing Bangkok on the
rooftop terrace.
 Get back to your hotel with your driver.
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